On the following 6 pages you will find the packaging colours available from stock. In addition to the 11 standard Jokey colours, you can choose from 114 special colours. These also include transparent, semi-transparent or metallic colourations.

Please note that the illustrations are not colour-binding and only apply to new material. In order to determine the shade accurately, we recommend matching it with a Pantone colour guide. RPPs/RECs and products based on regrind/regenerate are excluded.

Of course, we can also produce your packaging in RAL and HKS colours or with brand-specific colour mixtures.

**Jokey Standard Colours**

- **Pantone 427 C 25%**
- **Pantone Yellow C 25%**
- **Pantone 107 C**
- **Pantone 107 C**
- **Pantone 186 CP**
- **Pantone 2728 C**
- **Pantone 354 C**
- **Pantone Cool Grey 3 C**
- **Pantone 4695 C**
- **Pantone Porcess Black C**
Spot Colours

- Jokey 100 transparent (Pantone 427 C 10%)
- Jokey 106 metallic (Pantone Cool Grey 8 C)
- Jokey 107 (Pantone 7501 CP)
- Jokey 110 (Pantone 7509 C)
- Jokey 112 semitransparent (Pantone 7499 CP)
- Jokey 115 (Pantone 7499 CP)
- Jokey 116 (Pantone 9064 C)
- Jokey 117 (Pantone 7506 C)
- Jokey 120 (Pantone 720 C)
- Jokey 121 semitransparent/glitter silver (Pantone 7527 C)
- Jokey 124 metallic (Pantone 425 CP)
- Jokey 155 metallic (Pantone Cool Grey 6 C)
- Jokey 160 (Pantone 422 CP)
- Jokey 162 (Pantone 424 CP)
- Jokey 205 (Pantone 1225 CP)
- Jokey 208 (Pantone 137 C)
- Jokey 210 (Pantone 1655 C)
- Jokey 212 (Pantone 130 C)
- Jokey 216 copper metallic (Pantone 146 C)
- Jokey 217 gold metallic (Pantone 4505 C)
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